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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  cancer  sensor  based  on suspended  layer-by-layer  self-assembled  graphene  reported  in the  paper
exhibits  an  ultra  high  sensitivity  due  to graphene  material  properties  in nature.  By simply  immersing
the  substrate  alternatively  into  charged  graphene  suspensions  and  polyions,  graphene  nanoplatelets  are
self-assembled  in  the  channel  as the sensing  region,  followed  by  SF6 dry  etching  to suspend  the  structure.
Conductance  shift  curves  demonstrate  that the suspended  graphene  sensors  functionalized  with  specific
anti-PSA  antibodies  as  bioreceptor  are  capable  of  detecting  prostate  specific  antigen  down  to  0.4  fg/ml
eywords:
raphene
uspended beam
elf-assembly
lectrical noise

(11 aM),  at  least  one  order of  magnitude  lower  than  unsuspended  devices.  The  noise  spectra  analysis
confirms  the  lower  level of  1/f noise  in  suspended  graphene  devices.  Carbon  nanotube  sensor  under  the
same conditions  of design,  manufacture,  and  measurement  are  implemented  to  compare  with  graphene
devices,  showing  the  prominent  advantages  of graphene  as  a sensing  material.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

ancer sensor

. Introduction

Recently, graphene is attracting tremendous interests due to
ts unique structural, electrical, chemical, and mechanical prop-
rties (Geim and Novoselov, 2007; Novoselov et al., 2004; Geim,
009). Graphene, a two-dimensional monolayer of sp2-bonded
arbon atoms, exhibits exceptional high sensitivity through its crys-
al lattice, which tends to screen charge fluctuations more than
ne-dimensional systems such as carbon nanotubes (Robinson
t al., 2008). With rational physical and/or chemical modification,
raphene-based sensors are capable of detecting many types of
olecules and ions (He et al., 2010a,b; Ohno et al., 2009). The

harge transfer induced by adsorption of atoms or molecules on
he graphene surface, resulting in the drift of the graphene conduc-
ance (Schedin et al., 2007; Hwang et al., 2007). Graphene has been
roposed to hold great potentials for sensitive and label-free detec-
ion of chemical/biological species (Fowler et al., 2009; Wang et al.,
009). To date, research on graphene has been focused exclusively
n graphene sensors anchored on substrates. Any uncontrolled and
andom perturbations at the interface and on the substrate would
ead to significant device current fluctuations and contribute to the

lectrical flicker noise known as low-frequency 1/f  noise, which will
ttenuate the sensitivity, especially in the extremely low concen-
ration situations (Lin et al., 2006).

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 612 626 1636.
E-mail address: tcui@me.umn.edu (T. Cui).
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oi:10.1016/j.bios.2011.09.046
Cancer markers are molecules occurring in blood or tissue,
which are associated with cancer and whose measurement or
identification is elucidated very critical and efficient in disease
prediction, diagnosis, and monitoring (Zhong et al., 2010; Lilja
et al., 2008; Etzioni et al., 2003). The prevailing biosensor proto-
cols for detection of cancer markers include the enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Lu et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2006), sur-
face plasmon resonance (SPR) (Lin and Ju, 2005; Campagnolo et al.,
2004), nanomaterial sensor array (Nam et al., 2003; Xue and Cui,
2008; Zheng et al., 2005), etc. In the meanwhile, the clinical utility
of protein biomarker to discriminate health and disease requires
the capability to measure extremely low concentration proteins,
which is also especially important to understand cellular processes
and to search for new protein biomarkers (Tessler et al., 2009; Todd
et al., 2007). However, the detection limits of these methods have
lagged behind the requirements for clinical utility and research. To
overcome the hurdles of the previous detection methods, the signal
to noise ratio must be improved because the electrical flicker noise
is ubiquitous in solid state electronic devices. Therefore, using sus-
pended self-assembly of graphene composites, an ultra-sensitive
and label free cancer marker biosensor was synthesized for detect-
ing of prostate specific antigen (PSA) in a large detection range from
0.4 fg/ml to 4 �g/ml, exceeding lots of the existing detection studies
(Zhong et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2006; Lin and Ju, 2005; Campagnolo

et al., 2004; Nam et al., 2003; Xue and Cui, 2008; Zheng et al.,
2005). The noise density spectrum demonstrates that performance
improvement of self-assembled graphene devices by strongly sus-
pending the 1/f  noise in the low frequency regime. In addition, a

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bios.2011.09.046
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09565663
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Fig. 1. Sketch of suspended LbL self-assembled graphene sensor structure, the self-
assembled graphene serves as the conducting channel bridging the electrodes of a
biosensor. Five bilayers of PDDA/graphene are synthesized by alternatively immers-
06 B. Zhang et al. / Biosensors an

arbon nanotube (CNT) based biosensor was characterized under
he same design, fabrication, and measurement conditions in sus-
ended states, demonstrating that graphene is superior to CNT with
espect to the sensing detection limit.

. Experiments

.1. Materials

Research grade graphene (PureSheetsTM, 0.25 mg/ml) and car-
on nanotube suspension solution (PureTubeTM, 0.25 mg/ml)
ere purchased from Nanointegris Inc. The polyelectrolytes were
oly(diallyldiamine chloride) (PDDA, 1.5 wt%, Sigma–Aldrich Inc.)
nd poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS, 0.3 wt%, Sigma–Aldrich Inc.), with
n addition of 0.5 M sodium chloride to enhance the ion strength.
.1% poly-l-lysine (PLL) was received from Sigma–Aldrich Inc.
ithout further treatments. PSA capture antibody solution was pur-

hased from BioCheck Inc., and prepared by a dilution into PBS
Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline, Invitrogen Inc.) to a concen-
ration of 10 �g/ml. The PSA was purchased from EMD  Chemicals
nc., and also prepared by a dilution into PBS to different con-
entrations. 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) was purchased from
igma–Aldrich Inc. The normal rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) (sc-
027) and goat anti-rabbit IgG (sc-3836) were received from Santa
ruz Biotechnology Inc.

.2. Sensor fabrication

Microfabrication was utilized to build the structure, and layer-
y-layer (LbL) self-assembly method was used to deposit the
raphene (Supplementary Fig. 1). First, graphene nanocompos-
te layers were LbL self-assembled on a clean silicon wafer

ith SiO2 300 nm thick. The substrate was immersed into the
harged suspensions with a sequence of [PDDA (10 min) + PSS
10 min)]2 + [PDDA (10 min) + graphene suspension (20 min)]5.
ubsequently, the LbL self-assembled graphene was  patterned to
ibbons by oxygen plasma etching with STS etcher (Model 320,
0 s). Next, chromium/gold layers with 50/200 nm thick were
eposited on the substrate by an AJA sputter system (Model ATC
000). After the patterning of metal layers at the two  ends of
raphene ribbons, they play the roles of clamps and electrodes
or the biosensors. Then, the unsuspended graphene biosensors
ere fabricated. In order to obtain suspended graphene biosen-

ors, the SiO2 layer 300 nm thick underneath graphene ribbons was
tched away by buffered HF (BOE 10:1) for 5 min. Finally, the self-
ssembled graphene was released by SF6 dry etching of the silicon
nderneath with STS etcher (Model 320, 10 min). According to the
ry etching rate and the etching time, the gap under the graphene

ayer is about 10 �m.
After the suspension of graphene, the biosensor was function-

lized by immobilization of capture antibody on the surface. Due
o the surface tension of water, the surface modification process of
raphene was executed in the aqueous solution all the time to keep
he suspension state of graphene (Supplementary Fig. 4). A sus-
ended graphene sensor was first immersed into a 0.1% PLL aqueous
olution positive charged for 1 h, which enhanced the immobiliza-
ion of antibodies. Next, the graphene sensor was  incubated for
vernight at 4 ◦C in PSA capture antibody solution at a concentra-
ion of 10 �g/ml. The sensor was immersed in a PBS solution for

0 min  to rinse the biosensors. Then, the sensor was incubated in

 3% BSA blocking solution at room temperature for 5 h to block
onspecific binding sites. After repeating the rinsing step, the label

ree sensor was ready for testing.
ing the substrate into negative charged graphene suspensions and positive charged
PDDA solutions. Suspended structure was  released by dry etching of a silicon sub-
strate.

2.3. Electrical testing

The conductance shifts of graphene devices were monitored
using Agilent Data Logger (34970A, Agilent Inc.). The noise spec-
tra of biosensors were measured in a DC mode, where 30 mV  bias
voltage was applied by analog outputs of a Wavetek 164 (Tucker
Electronics). Data was acquired at a frequency of 10 kHz by TDS
2024B (Tektronix Inc.).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of layer-by-layer self-assembled graphene

Nowadays, chemists have reported that micromechanical exfo-
liation and chemical methods are possible to generate high quality
graphene flakes (Levendorf et al., 2009; Li et al., 2008). Comparing
with those complex graphene generation processes, another low
cost choice is to use LbL self-assembly technique to form large scale
graphene nanocomposites as a sensing material. LbL self-assembly
is a versatile and simple technique for fabrication of ultra thin
films by alternately adsorbing oppositely charged materials on a
substrate. Materials used for this purpose include polyelectrolytes,
proteins, and DNA (Hua et al., 2002). As shown in Fig. 1, the sus-
pended graphene has a structural layer of (polymer/graphene)5
with metal connections on both ends. This is easily attained by
immersing the substrate alternatively into charged graphene sus-
pensions and polyions, followed by HF buffer etching and SF6
dry etching. The zeta potential of the graphene nanoplatelets is
−42.61 mV  at pH 7, determined by 90Plus/BI-MAS (Brookhaven
Instruments Corp.). The thickness and resistance of 5 bilayers of
a self-assembled graphene film are 45 ± 5 nm and 0.9 ± 0.01 k�,

respectively, characterized by surface profiler P16 and Agilent data
logger (34970A, Agilent Inc.).

The suspended LbL self-assembled graphene was inspected
by scanning electron microscope (SEM). Tilted SEM images of the
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Fig. 2. (a) 45◦ tilted SEM image of the suspended graphene beam array. The channel length is 10 �m,  and the width of the graphene beam is 10 �m. (b) Anchor part of the
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eam  demonstrates the well fixed ends of the graphene beam. Inset: high magnitu
rofile  details. The average graphene nanoplatelet is about 100 nm × 100 nm.

uspended graphene beam array are shown in Fig. 2a. Especially, an
nchor part of the graphene beam is presented in Fig. 2b, showing
he firmly fixed suspended graphene beam end. The intensively
mplified image presents the defoliation of LbL self-assembled
raphene surface profile. The average size of graphene nanoplatelet
s about 100 nm × 100 nm (inset of Fig. 2b).

.2. PSA detection by suspended graphene cancer sensors

Fig. 3 illustrates the overall design of self-assembled graphene
ased cancer sensors. After surface modification of cancer sensors,
he anti-PSA was immobilized on the LbL self-assembled graphene
anocomposites, and the sensor was blocked with bovine serum
lbumin (BSA). Given that the conductance of graphene is deter-

ined by the charge carrier density and mobility, it is evident

hat changes in density and/or mobility of charge carriers must
e responsive when molecules or ions are absorbed by graphene
Schedin et al., 2007; Hwang et al., 2007). The equation, � = nq�  can

ig. 3. Schematic illustration of immunoreaction between PSA capture antibodies
nd target protein PSA. Blocking solution BSA is introduced to enhance the speci-
city of the biosensor. After graphene biosensor modified by capture antibodies
ncounters the PSA solution, the immunoreaction will take place at both sides of
he  suspended graphene, and the conductance of graphene changes due to the
bsorption of PSA on the surface of the graphene.
SEM image of LbL self-assembled graphene displays its porous defoliation surface

show the relationship clearly, where � is conductance, n is carrier
density, q is charge per carrier, and � is the carrier mobility. There-
fore, the conductance of the graphene based biosensor modified
with the PSA capture antibody shifts as the concentration change of
PSA solutions. Electronic measurements of the suspended graphene
cancer sensor reveal its improved detection limit. By suspending,
the charge traps at the interface and in the oxide, which act as
external scattering centers and degrade transport properties, are
decreased greatly (Ratinac et al., 2010). Moreover, the porous defo-
liation profile of self-assembled graphene promises more exposure
to proteins, providing the greatest sensing area per unit volume.

The label free suspended graphene cancer sensor was char-
acterized by measuring conductance with alternate different
concentrations of PSA solutions prepared by PBS. Upon the intro-
duction of PSA solution, the sensor resistance went down, meaning
that the conductance of the sensor increased. Due to the sticki-
ness of water and surface force in micro-scale, all the detection
experiments were processed in an aqueous environment to avoid
the collapse of suspended structure of self-assembled graphene.
As is shown in Fig. 4a, the normalized conductance of graphene
raises with the increase of PSA concentration from 0.4 fg/ml to
4 �g/ml. In comparison, the unsuspended graphene cancer sensor
manufactured under the same conditions was  conducted to com-
pare with suspended sensors on the detection limits. It is clear
to see that suspended graphene sensors were capable of detect-
ing the shifts from 0.4 fg/ml to 4 fg/ml, but unsuspended devices
were not. As is shown in Fig. 4b, the conductance versus time
measurements recorded on the graphene biosensor in both sus-
pended and unsuspended situations further confirm the trend in
a real-time detection, indicating that the suspension is capable
of enhancing the performance of detecting limits. By measuring
the real-time response of graphene sensors, it is noticed that their
conductance were almost the same before inducing 4 pg/ml PSA
solution in unsuspended devices, and the signal was very fluctu-
ating. After suspending the graphene, the “step” response of the
device has a much more stable signal. These interesting results are
determined by the strong decrease of electrical noises in suspended
graphene, comparing with the unsuspended one. The non-specific
reaction of normal rabbit IgG was  also implemented to prove the
specificity of this biosensor functionalized with PSA capture anti-
bodies (Fig. 4b). In addition, different concentrations of PSA were
delivered to suspended graphene sensors without modification and

with goat anti-rabbit IgG modified, respectively (Lu et al., 2009)
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The conductance of graphene sensor with-
out any modification kept constant, demonstrating that the PSA
was bound to the specific antibody and not directly to the surface.
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Fig. 4. (a) Shift in normalized conductance versus PSA concentration for suspended and unsuspended graphene sensors. The detection limit of suspended device can reach
down  to 0.4 fg/ml. The conductance was extracted from the stable region of the real time conductance measurement curve. After delivering the PSA solution each time, it takes
several minutes for the conductance to get stabilized, allowing sufficient inmunoreaction and avoiding the disturbance generated by the delivery of PSA solutions. For a clear
readout from different batches of samples, normalized conductance was introduced. Conductance under the condition of PBS without PSA was used as an initial conductance,
G0, and other conductance tested under different concentrations subtracted G0 to get �G. Normalized conductance represented as �G/G0. The error bar is established from
5  samples. (b) Conductance versus time for suspended and unsuspended graphene with different concentrations of PSA solutions introduced: (1) PBS contains no PSA, (2)
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tion limits between graphene and CNT sensor may  be explained by
.4  fg/ml, (3) 4 fg/ml, (4) 4 pg/ml, (5) 4 ng/ml, and (6) 4 �g/ml. The results reconfirm
evices. Normal rabbit IgG were also delivered to suspended graphene sensor func
onductance of graphene sensor kept constant, demonstrating the specificity of sus

he graphene biosensor response can be explained by the strong
nteraction between PSA and its bio-receptors. However, further
esearch is required to reveal the mechanism. The conductance of
raphene sensor with goat anti-rabbit IgG modified also kept con-
tant, demonstrating the specificity of this biosensor on the other
and.

The detection limit of a sensor that can be processed is ulti-
ately determined by its signal-to-noise ratio. If the input signal

nd sensor structure are constant, the output signal is supposed to
e more stable and sensitive due to the lower 1/f  noise. Thus the
oise spectra of suspended and unsuspended graphene devices
ere further investigated under the same experimental conditions,

nd concentrated on low-frequency (below 1 kHz) noise reported
o be dominant in limiting performance of nanodevices (Lin and
vouris, 2008). The current power spectra can be expressed as
I = AI2fˇ, where SI is the noise power density, I is the current, f
s the frequency, A is defined as the 1/f  noise amplitude, and ˇ
s the frequency exponent with a value close to −1 (Lin et al.,
006). Fig. 5 shows the noise power spectrum SI, normalized by
he mean square of current, for both suspended and unsuspended
raphene biosensors as a function of frequency. The noise level

f the self-assembled graphene devices is decreased by one order
f magnitude from the unsuspended state to the suspended state.
t was reported that trapped charges at the interface and in the

ig. 5. Normalized noise power spectrum of the graphene biosensor was character-
zed. Comparison of graphene’s noise power spectra with and without suspension
ituation shows lower level of 1/f  noise in suspended devices.
he detection limit of suspended graphene sensor is much better than unsuspended
zed with PSA capture antibodies under the same experimental conditions, and the
d graphene biosensor.

substrate degrade transport characteristics of a single-layer
graphene (Du et al., 2008; Bolotin et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009),
which exhibit the effect in our experiment results. In addition, due
to the self-assembly technique and polymers, the surface profile of
the graphene layers shows great porous topography, more suitable
to decorate capture proteins, providing the greatest sensing surface
area per unit volume. Moreover, the suspended structure exposing
to both sides of the graphene layers doubles the sensing area
comparing with the similar pattern in an unsuspended structure,
which is helpful to enhance the output signal.

3.3. PSA detection by suspended CNT cancer sensor

The self-assembled CNT sensor manufactured under the same
conditions as the self-assembled graphene sensor was conducted
to compare with graphene sensors on the detection limits. As is
shown in Fig. 6, real-time results indicate that the CNT sensor was
only capable of detecting PSA at a concentration of 4 pg/ml, much
less sensitive than the graphene sensor. The difference of the detec-
the intrinsic 1/f  noise (Yang et al., 2010). In the case of CNT, such
fluctuation noise can arise from trapped charges in the antibodies

Fig. 6. Conductance versus time testing for suspended graphene and CNT biosensors
with different PSA concentrations: (1) PBS contains no PSA, (2) 0.4 fg/ml, (3) 4 fg/ml,
(4)  4 pg/ml, (5) 4 ng/ml, and (6) 4 �g/ml. The results show that the detection limit
of  suspended graphene sensor is down to 0.4 fg/ml, compared with the suspended
CNT sensor with a detection limit of 4 pg/ml.
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Lin et al., 2006; Ishigami et al., 2006) or the presence of defects
ithin self-assembled tube networks. Interestingly, an effective

creening of charge fluctuations from external impurity charges
s identified in graphene due to its high quality of crystal lattice
nd two-dimensional honeycomb structure (Robinson et al., 2008).
uch screening effects may  explain the reduction of an electrical
oise level indicated by the normalized noise power spectrum of
uspended graphene and CNT sensors (Supplementary Fig. 3).

. Conclusion

Suspended LbL self-assembled graphene was demonstrated to
rovide a simple and effective way to synthesize ultra-sensitive
nd label free sensors to detect cancer markers with a detection
imit down to 0.4 fg/ml. The suspended graphene sensors were
ighly responsive to the low concentration of PSA, exhibiting lower
etection limits than unsuspended graphene devices. The sensing
esponse could be attributed mainly to the strongly suppression
f electrical flicker noise through the suspension of graphene. The
oise spectra analysis further indicated the lower level of 1/f  noise

n suspended graphene devices. The CNT biosensors under the same
esign and fabrication procedures were also compared with the
raphene devices in suspended states, revealing that graphene is
uperior to CNT for the low detection limit applications.
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